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Signals in system identification:

different waveforms for different cases
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Summary

A classical way for the frequency domain identification of systems is
applying a sine wave excitation with certain frequency to the input and
measuring the output response to excitation using phase sensitive in-
struments based mostly on Fourier transform. Such a parameter as time
is out of scope in this case. Mathematically saying, Fourier transform
expects the time interval from minus to plus infinity. In practice, it
means that we have to wait until the transient process will be fully over
in the system after applying the excitation. Therefore, covering a wide
frequency range takes a long time when using frequency stepping or a
slow enough sweeping over the whole frequency range.

To perform faster measurements, sine wave based chirp pulses with
certain duration are proposed for excitation. In this case the sine wave
does not has only one certain frequency any more, but its instantaneous
angle frequency changes over the required frequency range during the
pulse.

When the frequency changing (acceleration) is constant, then we have
a linear chirp. Linear chirp can cover several decades of frequency with
a constant spectral density within the excitation bandwidth. But for
shaping of the excitation spectrum, more complicated chirps are intro-
duced. Chirp excitation can contain thousands of cycles, but can be
even as short as one quarter of a single cycle. Therefore, we can say that
the chirp excitation is scalable in time - we can choose the time interval
independently on the frequency bandwidth. On the other hand, we can
choose the frequency bandwidth independently on the excitation time.
Such the freedom - double scalability in time and frequency - is espe-



cially important when time variant dynamic systems (electronic circuits
with controllable parameters, beating heart, breathing lungs, working
mechanism, ongoing electrochemical reaction) has to be identified. Ev-
ery special case has its own optimal excitation waveform, which enables
to derive the maximum amount of information about the time variant
system under study.
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